**NUMBER OF AIMS SCHOOLS**

122

**STUDENT ENROLLMENT**

1- TOTAL STUDENTS: 49,458*

- PREPRIMARAY: 6,196
- LOWER SCHOOL (GRADES 1-4): 7,945
- MIDDLE SCHOOL (GRADES 5-8): 12,318
- HIGH SCHOOL (GRADES 9-12): 20,406
- BOARDING STUDENTS: 887

**TUITION**

- DAY ELEMENTARY
  - RANGE: $14,621 - $39,484
  - MEDIAN: $26,880
- DAY HIGH SCHOOL
  - RANGE: $17,233 - $42,525
  - MEDIAN: $30,175
- BOARDING (7 DAY)
  - RANGE: $42,097 - $61,575
  - MEDIAN: $58,350

**DIVERSITY**

- STUDENTS OF COLOR %: 32.3%
- FACULTY OF COLOR %: 16%
- ADMINISTRATORS OF COLOR %: 20.5%

**FINANCIAL AID**

- SCHOOLS REPORTING: 101
- TOTAL # OF STUDENTS RECEIVING AID: 13,499
- TOTAL AMOUNT OF AID DOLLARS: $191,048,740
- STUDENTS OF COLOR RECEIVING AID: 6163 (IN TOTAL ABOVE)
- AMOUNT OF AID DOLLARS: $100,818,425

**EMPLOYEES**

- TOTAL NUMBER OF MEMBER SCHOOL EMPLOYEES: 13,061
- AVERAGE TEACHER SALARY: $58,244*
  - AVERAGE TEACHER SALARY BASED ON YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
    - RANGES $47,537 (0-5 YRS)
    - $83,426 (41 PLUS YRS)

*STATISTICS ABOVE ARE BASED UPON REPORTING BY SCHOOLS ON INDIVIDUAL DATA ELEMENTS IN DASL ONLINE COLLECTION PROCESS.
*TOTAL ENROLLMENT INCLUDES ENROLLMENT NUMBERS COLLECTED OUTSIDE THE DASL ONLINE PROCESS. BREAKOUTS BY GRADES MAY NOT ADD UP TO TOTAL DUE TO VARIANCE IN REPORTING FROM SCHOOLS.*